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Nkrumah's Ghana and East Africa 1992
the book reinforces the verdict that pan africanism in the nkrumah era represented the most important indigenous political force on the
african continent the most significant single african attempt to affect in an important way the speed and direction of social change in
africa the core period in this study 1957 1966 represents the most potent phase in the history of this redemptive movement in africa
nkrumah s efforts at influence could not and did not take the same form in the three east african countries in every case political
ideological contextual factors dictated the pattern of input in tanzania where nyerere s calculated and studied evolutionism was the main
concern the main line of attack was geared to pushing the tanzanian leader and his people toward nkrumah s immediatist continental
integration formula

HIV and East Africa 2015-03-24
by tracing the shadow of the epidemic over the last 30 years in uganda and more broadly in the region hiv and east africa investigates the
impact of the epidemic on people s lives and livelihoods placing the epidemic within the context of the social political and economic
changes that have occurred over the last three decades whilst it inevitably touches on loss and suffering the message is also about
managing the impact of an epidemic which has had a profound impact on many lives when one looks for traces in southern uganda once thought
to be the epicentre of the epidemic it is hard to see any lasting impact at a community wide level delve deeper and there are scars to be
found among families and patterns of change which are a direct result of the epidemic the book goes on to explore the effect of improved
treatment and care on perceptions of the epidemic and concludes by putting hiv into the context of other disease outbreaks reflecting on
what we can learn from the history of other epidemics as well as the last 30 years of the hiv epidemic

East Africa 1986
a study of the role of immigrants from the indian subcontinent in the development of political consciousness in kenya tanganyika uganda and
zanzibar the author believes that with their great economic strength industriousness and ability to articulate the asians played a pivotal
role in the transition of these countries from colonies to independent states this is apparently the first book which comprehensively
covers the role of asians in east african history until independence came to these territories

West Africa and East Africa in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries: East Africa 1972
a brief introduction to central and east africa stressing the recent development of these areas
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Quest for Equality 1993
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other
notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction
of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that
this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Central and East Africa 1974
contemporary africa is demographically characterized above all else by its youthfulness in east africa the median age of the population is
now a striking 17 5 years and more than 65 percent of the population is age 24 or under this situation has attracted growing scholarly
attention resulting in an important and rapidly expanding literature on the position of youth in african societies while the scholarship
examining the contemporary role of youth in african societies is rich and growing the historical dimension has been largely neglected in
the literature thus far generations past seeks to address this gap through a wide ranging selection of essays that covers an array of youth
related themes in historical perspective thirteen chapters explore the historical dimensions of youth in nineteenth twentieth and twenty
first century ugandan tanzanian and kenyan societies key themes running through the book include the analytical utility of youth as a
social category intergenerational relations and the passage of time youth as a social and political problem sex and gender roles among east
african youth and youth as historical agents of change the strong list of contributors includes prominent scholars of the region and the
collection encompasses a good geographical spread of all three east african countries

The Earth and Its Inhabitants, Africa: South and East Africa 2018-02-16
this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations
marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for
protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work

History of East Africa 1966
the economic prosperity of two nineteenth and early twentieth century new england towns rested on factories that manufactured piano keys
billiard balls combs and other items made of ivory imported from east africa yet while towns like ivoryton and deep river connecticut
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thrived the african ivory trade left in its wake massive human exploitation and ecological devastation at the same time dynamic east
african engagement with capitalism and imperialism took place within these trade histories drawing from extensive archival and field
research in new england great britain and tanzania alexandra kelly investigates the complex global legacies of the historical ivory trade
she not only explains the complexities of this trade but also analyzes anglo american narratives about africa questioning why elephants and
ivory feature so centrally in those representations from elephant conservation efforts to the cultural heritage industries in new england
and east africa her study reveals the ongoing global repercussions of the ivory craze and will be of interest to anthropologists
archaeologists historians and conservationists

Generations Past 2010-10-19
in november 1949 davidson don tengo d d t jabavu the south african politician methodist lay preacher and retired professor of african
languages and latin at fort hare university in the eastern cape set out on a four month trip to attend the world pacifist meeting in india
the conference brought together delegates from over thirty countries to reflect on how mahatma gandhi s life and teachings could inform
pacifist work in the post world war ii era jabavu wrote an isixhosa account of his journey up the east coast of africa and to different
parts of india which was first published in 1951 by lovedale press his narrative contains wide ranging reflections on the fauna and flora
of the changing landscape on intriguing social interactions during his travels and on the conference itself where he considered what
lessons gandhian principles might yield for oppressed south africans engaged in struggles for freedom and dignity he incorporates accounts
of chance meetings with important figures of post independence india and of the anti colonial struggle in east africa as well as with
members of the american civil rights movement his commentary on non violent resistance and on the dangers of nationalism when coupled with
militarism and racism enriches the existing archive of intellectual and political exchange between africa and india from a black south
african perspective this new edition includes jabavu s travelogue in the original isixhosa with an english translation by the late
anthropologist cecil wele manona tina steiner s introductory chapter examines the networks of international solidarity and friendship that
jabavu helped to strengthen in the course of his travels a chapter by mhlobo w jadezweni whose updating of the original isixhosa
orthography has made jabavu s text accessible to new generations of readers considers the richness of jabavu s isixhosa style as a
contribution to the archive of great african language literature catherine higgs provides biographical sketches of d d t jabavu and cecil
wele manona which situate this travelogue within the broader context of their lives evan m mwangi s afterword is a reflection on the
historical and political significance of making african language texts available to readers across africa

Eighteen Years in Uganda and East Africa (1911) 2008-06-01
it is now apparent that east africa cannot be viewed in isolation if its early history is to be adequately understood arabic indian and
chinese influences have been discovered in the east african cultures and evidence has shown that from about 100 b c the coastal fringe of
eastern africa was economically and culturally an integral part of the indian ocean basin the available evidence relating to these early
con tacts is so scattered however that historians and archaeologists must rely on the findings of numerous related disciplines the
contributors to this volume make ingenious use of anthropological geographical ethnographical zoological linguistic numismatic and musicol
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ogical evidence as they develop new historio graphical techniques to open this challenging area of inquiry among them are the leading
specialists in their respective fields h neville chittick vinigi grottanelli paul wheatley j s trimingbam gervase mathew pierre wrin aldan
southall merrick posnansky james kirkman and michael gwynne the topics in vestigated include the peopling of the east african coast chinese
knowledge of east africa the arab geographers the problem of malagasy origins connections between the lacustrine peoples and the coast and
the origin and spread of various domestic food plants although there remain as many questions as answers this volume serves as a vital
summa tion of our current knowledge and points the way toward further fruitful research in african history

The South and East African Year Book & Guide 1933
this comprehensive regional geography of east africa has been specially developed for students in kenya uganda and tanzania preparing for
their o level and equivalent examinations in geography

Consuming Ivory 2021-05-18
over the past decade there has been a growing awareness in sub sahara africa that institutions of governance are critical to the
achievement of sustainable human development these institutions also play a crucial role in the promotion of democracy and partnership
building in all areas that are essential to the advancement of developmental goals the international learning centre ilc at the university
of nairobi with support from the great lakes colleges association glca and kalamazoo college brought together leading scholars from the
universities of dar es salaam makerere and several kenyan institutions these were joined by a group of twenty scholars drawn from the
collaborating universities and colleges in the united states of america east africa in transition images institutions and identities was
the theme of the 2001 symposium the goal was to challenge the common thinking about countries undergoing transition to re examine the
process of change as it occurs in all areas of modern life several questions have been put forward in the book chief among these questions
is what in a holistic manner informs and moulds the east african identity is it the shared colonial heritage including the legacy of
artificial political borders is it a product of ethnicity and or home locale could it be the similarity among the languages within the
region is it the commonality of the struggle of all the peoples of east africa to take their place in the global village is identity the
product of self actualization or a local response to global pressures

In India and East Africa E-Indiya nase East Africa 2020-02-01
the baghdad was a terrible ship rats and cockroaches swarmed to such an unprecedented extent that they must have added appreciably to the
weight of cargo the vile old boat carried frederick lugard the rise of our east african empire volume i 1893 the rise of our east african
empire volume i 1893 by frederick lugard was written following lugard s journey through kenya nyasaland and uganda from 1888 until his
return to england in 1892 this semi autobiographical work documents his african travels as well as his ideas related to british colonialism
this volume and volume ii also available from cosimo classics contain 130 illustrations and 15 maps for an enhanced reading experience a
primary source this work is one of few in depth studies of british imperialism and is a must read for history buffs who want to intimately
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experience the era

East Africa and the Orient 1975
a study of the history legends and life of both indigenous peoples and immigrants to two areas of east africa the ancient coastal land of
zenj and the kingdom of buganda

Studies in East African Geography and Development 1971-01-01
during the last decade political independence has profoundly alter the perspective of student of east african history at the same time
there has been a dramatic increase in our historical knowledge of the region in this important a substantial volume eighteen leading
scholars have combined to produce an authoritative and up to date assessment of the last two thousand years in east africa the book
contains an excellent coverage of social and economic developments and there is also a penetrating discussion of he varied methods of
research in use by historians in east africa back cover

The Guide to South and East Africa 1913
for centuries east africa has played a central role within the indian ocean world the arabs built the first trade networks there these were
laid siege to by the portuguese in the sixteenth century followed by british colonialists in the nineteenth century an interregional trade
linked different subregions of east africa to other indian ocean economies for example hindu merchants from gujarat played a leading role
in the ivory trade of east africa during the past four centuries in the nineteenth century zanzibar became a major center of the asian
slave trade while slave trading slave raiding and their consequences provide one thematic focus of this book the author also demonstrates
that indian ocean commercial networks were much more complex in the range of products exchanged including luxury goods and staple food
items as well as enforced labor islam provided yet another connective tissue linking east africa to the indian ocean world and served as a
cultural matrix through which popular beliefs and practices were transmitted this book offers an eye opening perspective on an often
neglected area of world history publisher s description

Guide to archives and manuscripts relating to Kenya and East Africa in the United Kingdom
1991
reprint of the original first published in 1874
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East Africa 1927
the book is an expanded adaption from an extensive independent study under the title exploration of socio political history of the oromo
nation of east africa and prognosis of its future perspectives the study was outlying to the conventional abyssinia centered ethiopian
history and a partial departure from the academic tradition of ethiopian studies and oromo studies it was a case study conducted in an
advocacy world view and an atheoretical framework it employed the historical parallel and the center periphery approaches as objects of the
study the book narrates the socio political history of the oromo nation in the horn of africa it accentuates the pressing problems of the
oromo in modern ethiopia and identifies the loss of the socio political center as an urgent problem it sets a new grand narrative and a
unifying vision for the oromo nation and advocates for its peaceful and democratic rise to the socio political center in modern ethiopia
and east africa it envisions kushite ethiopia and kushite ethiopian nationalism as the future of modern ethiopia and east africa

Lands and Peoples of East Africa 1986
this book is the result of a long term cooperation between french and east african scholars and universities under the aegis of the french
institute of research in africa ifra nairobi this book presents the main results of the research program cooperation for university and
scientific research corus mountains and small and medium cities in east africa environmental management flows of people and resources
funded by the french ministry of foreign afairs and supported by ifra nairobi the specific subject is to rethink the development of the
east african mountains in relation to the fast growing towns and cities that surround them three east african mountains were chosen mount
kenya mount elgon ugandan side and uporoto mountains tanzania comparisons are included especially with mount kilimanjaro which has been
studied in previous books and programs e g kilimanjaro mountain memory and modernity mkuki na nyota dar es salaam 2006 the authors are east
african tanzania uganda kenya and french scholars most of them geographers made from 12 contributions this book focuses on a recent change
in those mountains a growing urbanization which shapes new mountain systems this phenomenon which is actually a major upheaval is the focal
point of this book giving rise to this question what are the links between rural urban evolution in such contexts what are the impacts on
livelihoods and development this book covering social and environmental scientific issues relating to rural urban nature is the first of
its kind for african mountains

Tradition and Transition in East Africa 1969
hip hop music that empowers and engages youth in east africa

East Africa in Transition 2004
a politician s journey to bring home mahatma gandhi s teachings home to south africa in the wake of wwii in november 1949 davidson don
tengo d d t jabavu the south african politician methodist lay preacher and retired professor of african languages and latin at fort hare
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university in the eastern cape set out on a four month trip to attend the world pacifist meeting in india the conference brought together
delegates from over thirty countries to reflect on how mahatma gandhi s life and teachings could inform pacifist work in the post world war
ii era jabavu wrote an isixhosa account of his journey up the east coast of africa and to different parts of india which was first
published in 1951 by lovedale press his narrative contains wide ranging reflections on the fauna and flora of the changing landscape on
intriguing social interactions during his travels and on the conference itself where he considered what lessons gandhian principles might
yield for oppressed south africans engaged in struggles for freedom and dignity he incorporates accounts of chance meetings with important
figures of post independence india and of the anti colonial struggle in east africa as well as with members of the american civil rights
movement his commentary on non violent resistance and on the dangers of nationalism when coupled with militarism and racism enriches the
existing archive of intellectual and political exchange between africa and india from a black south african perspective this new edition
includes jabavu s travelogue in the original isixhosa with an english translation by the late anthropologist cecil wele manona tina steiner
s introductory chapter examines the networks of international solidarity and friendship that jabavu helped to strengthen in the course of
his travels a chapter by mhlobo w jadezweni whose updating of the original isixhosa orthography has made jabavu s text accessible to new
generations of readers considers the richness of jabavu s isixhosa style as a contribution to the archive of great african language
literature catherine higgs provides biographical sketches of d d t jabavu and cecil wele manona which situate this travelogue within the
broader context of their lives evan m mwangi s afterword is a reflection on the historical and political significance of making african
language texts available to readers across africa

East Africa: Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda 1969

East Africa 1987

The Rise of Our East African Empire 1893

Zenj, Buganda 1997

Africa’s Slaves: The Transatlantic and East African Slave Trades 1968
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Zamani 2009

East Africa and the Indian Ocean 2023-03-15

The Slave Trade of East Africa 1962

East Africa, its people and resources 2018

EAST AFRICA PROTECTORATE 1893

The Land of Gold, Diamonds and Ivory 1893

British East Africa; Or, Ibea 1964

East Africa, 1964 1973-01-01

Colonialism and Underdevelopment in East Africa 2018-08-27

New Order in East Africa 2017-07-19
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Rural-Urban Dynamics in the East African Mountains 2009

East African Hip Hop 1961

An Introduction to the History of East Africa 2020-02-01

In India and East Africa E-Indiya nase East Africa
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